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About This Game

Dodge Diego is a side-scrolling adventure jump and run where you play Diego, a young man on a mission. You will follow
Diego on his journey through a jungle full of enemies and other dangers. Skeletons and scary monsters will try to stop you, but

you will prove that you truly are the toughest of the jungle, or will you?

The soundtrack composed by Eric Skiff will motivate you to improve your highscore over and over again.

How far can you go?
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The art is some of the better visual novel art I've seen, I love it \u2229\u0f3c\u02f5\u262f\u203f\u262f\u02f5\u0f3d\u3064$$$
great game, take my money .. Fun dungeon crawling roguelike game. Hopefully one day I'll unlock the Paladin.... Avoid at all
costs. One of the worst FPS experiences I have ever had!

I really hope Kaos Studios does not rip everyone off again with the sequel to this game, Homefront. Fantastic, i love it. Terrific
game. Loving the addition of a second lead character that you can interact with which is so rare in Hidden Object Games. You
flip flop between the two of them throughout the bulk of the game and also dialogue options such as in classic adventure games
adds extra depth and interactivity for the player. The 'Prince of Persia' theme is beautiful and the visuals are stunning. I was
most pleased that, without any spoliers, there may be more games to come in this series. Please, yes :) The only fault is that
some of the object manipulation tasks are a little easy and there are moments you may feel as if you are just clicking your
mouse to advance the story but the story is so good that I'll be forgiving. Lastly, a few games recently have had a function
whereby you are an alchemist or CSI etc and you have to pickup ingredients for a kit you have to solve a problem. By far this is
the first game where thankfully this is used throughout the whole game. Most others I have played use this function for the first
20 percent of the game and then it is forgotten about in favour of the usual HIdden Object puzzles etc. . Keep doing all these
things so the games feel fresh and exciting and well done for trying something different.. A great idea executed so nice!!
Amazing and addicting.. Nothing to do, super boring. maybe there is but I'm not enjoying it, wish I could refund. Here is my
first play, early review and thoughts on the game!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxKDkEtmaVA

Excellent game. It's a fancy and fun twist on the popular 'Chess" game and much easier to learn and the game typically moves a
lot faster as well.

Reminds me a LOT of a type-in game from the old COMPUTE! magazine back in the 1980s called Laser Chess! And ohhh did
I love that game back then. So a modern day "Laser Chess" I wondered when I saw this.. I HAD to buy it. And I am glad I did!

Is it a great game for everyone? Absolutely NOT!

I can see a good number of people being bored out of their mind with this game, however if you are one who likes games like
Backgammon, Freecell, Chess, and Checkers, then chances are good you'll love this game and think it's worth every penny.

Action game lover? Need fancy 3D graphics, guns and swords? Stay away from this one! ;-)
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Game dosent exist anymore, cannot play even if you wish you could. I would highly reccomend against this game, the idea
appears to be original. But its execution is a failure. It would be better if you spent your money on a better game.. Pretty
amazing ARKANOID like game. Simple yet increadibly satisfying. Voice work could be better, but does not botter me much.
Story is simple and funny, characters are nice.

Amazing little game for a couch co-op and on the cheap side.. Vindictive Drive is an action and stealth game created by
Balthasar02 (Secret Society Games) in the RPG Maker VX Ace engine. The game centers around Arris Fern, a revenge driven
girl who is bent on avenging the death of her mother, and the traumatic childhood she was forced to endear. Throughout this
journey you meet lots of people who are not only relevant and necessary to know more about the story, but that also helps Arris
grow as a character.

I knew that when Balthasar was going to make a new game it was going to be one with twists, turns, and that it would leave an
impact. I was very excited to play Vindictive Drive, however, I never got to it until recently, and I am certainly glad I did! One
of my favorite things about Balthasar\u2019s games is that he sets up his characters in a way to make us feel like we should care
about them, and that gives us an incentive to keep playing.

Story:
The plot in Vindictive Drive is about Arris getting her revenge against her father, Charles Mourne. We see in Vindictive Drive
that Charles was not only an abusive and terrible father, but he also killed Arris\u2019s mother. This action sets everything into
play. As you play as Arris and meet more key people, there are multitudes of decisions you can make. These decisions affect the
story heavily. You can make Arris an extremely cruel and merciless killer, or you can make Arris some who is revenge driven,
but still human.

There is multiple choices and branches, so replaying the game wouldn\u2019t be a completely new experience, but I\u2019d say
it\u2019s satisfying enough to replay to get all of the endings and experiencing the different routes. My playthrough took about
two hours and fifty-four minutes, so it is a fairly short game. If you wanted, you could probably get all of the endings in a mere
couple of hours.

Gameplay:
The gameplay in Vindictive Drive I\u2019d say is a combination of stealth and action. As Arris, you mostly hack various things,
avoid enemies at all cost, and fight when absolutely necessary.

Later in the game, you are able to get access to two robots, Amaranth and Ophelia. Amaranth is a loud and a gunner down kind
of robot, while Ophelia is like a more advanced Arris. You can also unlock the extremely overpowered Eureka, who is a blast to
play.

In terms of gameplay, I\u2019d say that I wish there was more engagement on Arris\u2019s part. The little bit of gameplay at
the bank in the beginning was what I hope we had more of for Arris, it was interesting and not usually the same formula of
things we see in other games. The fight scenes with Arris weren\u2019t too bad though, and still were fun enough to keep me
playing.

Graphics:
Almost every character in Vindictive Drive has a portrait, matter of fact, I can\u2019t think of any character in the story who
doesn\u2019t have a main role who doesn\u2019t! There\u2019s different emotes for portraits, so we\u2019re not looking at
the same one either. Like I said earlier, every character\u2019s appearance is unique and none of them feel too similar.

The CGs, animations, and cutscenes were so awesome! There are times when I play this game where it feels like I\u2019m
watching an anime, or a movie and I\u2019d say that\u2019s a pretty impressive feat for a game made in RPG Maker.

Sound:
I really liked the soundtrack in Vindictive Drive. All of the sounds and music complimented each scene and area really well.
Balthasar has a good ear for picking tracks out in his games, I really enjoyed the music. The sound effects worked well too, the
guns sounded like guns, and nothing felt like it was out of place!

Conclude:
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If you like dark stories, anti-heros, action, stealth based games, shooter games, or story driven games then you should check out
Vindictive Drive! It doesn't cost much and I'd say it's worth the money, especially for the game length and all of it's cool
features!. you know its good when the advertised running time is 50 minutes, but the real thing is 3 minutes. DEXED is a clean,
vibrant, surprisingly calming and especially satisfying arcade VR experience.

Check out my full review @ https://vivereport.com/2016/09/28/ninja-theory-joins-the-vr-party-with-dexed/
. When I got this game I expected something like Dance Dance Revolution or Deemo..... My mistake... This game's story makes
no sense at all and it's really REALLY corny. The controls are awkward and personally I don't like how the whole thing works....
In other words, don't get this game full price, if anything get it while it's on sale.

On the bright side I only spent 99 cents!. It's challenging, physically and mentally demanding, and when you start to get good (or
at least somewhat decent) at it, it's fun. I've never used a katana before, but if I did, I imagine it would feel like this. The act of
gauging the right angle of the blade, and then the strong motion to cut through is really cool. The sword physics are excellent. I
have some suggestions though, different sound effects for the different fruit please, also could there be a replay feature so
players can look at their movements and figure out what to improve? In a similar vein could there be a tutorial that shows the
correct posture and arm/wrist motions? I've been looking at youtube videos and the video of the guy demoing this game to
figure out the best way to do it.. Very good! I have the boardgame and was waiting for a device version. It has some camera and
interface bugs but I hope it will be fixed soon.. This is a very good loco and the horn is really good. Yes there are some bugs
with this add-on but I think it's worth it. I just wish it had more career scenarios than just 3. I don't understand why this one was
$25 instead of the normal $20 but it's still good. I don't regret getting this DLC at all. If you're not really dying to get this add-on
maybe you should wait to the next sale. Then again who knows when that is.

"SANKAKU RENAI: LOVE TRIANGLE TROUBLE" STORE PAGE LIVE:
We are happy to announce that the store page for our next game Sankaku Renai: Love Triangle Trouble is online now!

The game will be released in 3 weeks on the 31st of May!
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We hope you are as excited as us about it!. Sankaku Renai: Love Triangle Trouble SANKAKU RENAI: LOVE
TRIANGLE TROUBLE RELEASED!:
It's finally here!
Sankaku Renai: Love Triangle Trouble is finally out today! (*•̀ᴗ•́*)و ̑̑

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1009450/Sankaku_Renai_Love_Triangle_Trouble/

Get yourself that 10% earlybird discount! Ｏ(≧▽≦)Ｏ

Follow us on our social media to get faster information on our next upcoming games!
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TWITTER: https://twitter.com/NekoNyanSoft
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/NekoNyanSoft/
WEBSITE: https://nekonyansoft.com/
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